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Cohomology operations, such as the cup product and Steenrod squares, are fundamental 
tools in algebraic topology, and similar constructions are well known for certain algebra types. 
We here give such a product for algebras defined by a triple over a category of modules, 
unifying the known examples and extending these to algebras of a most general character. The 
product is defined on the cochains of the non-homogeneous complex enriched over the category 
of coalgebras and satisfies a Leibnitz formula. 
Introduction 
Let A be an associative algebra. It has long been known that the total 
cohomology complex W(A, A) can be given the structure of a graded algebra in 
several different ways [9]. Any generalization of these constructions to other 
classes of algebras depends on the choice of a unified cohomology theory. We 
here show how the cohomology algebra can be realized in the context of triple 
cohomology, thus extending the classical theory to a wide variety of algebra types. 
We begin with the classical case of associative algebras over a commutative ring 
R and give an outline of our approach. Let M and A be the categories of 
R-modules and R-algebras respectively. The usual pair of adjoint functors 
M--t A-+ M give rise to a canonical triple (T, p, n) on M and a cotriple (G, a, 6) 
on A, both being, essentially, the tensor algebra construction. For each algebra A, 
the natural transformation AE : AG -+ A gives rise to a resolution 
(see [3]). If B is an algebra such that Hom,(X, B) is an abelian group for any 
algebra X, the cohomology groups H”(A, B) are defined as the homology of the 
‘homogeneous’ complex of abelian groups given below: 
O+ Hom,(AG, B)zHom,(AG2, B)s Hom,(AG3, B)-+ . =. , (I) 
d n-’ = *; (-l)‘G%G”-’ . (1’) 
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We shall work with another complex, introduced in [4], but little used since. In 
the context of triples the multiplication on A is given by a linear map (Y : AT-+ A 
satisfying certain natural conditions. The complex (1) is then naturally isomor- 
phic, through adjointness, to the ‘non-homogeneous’ complex given below: 
O-+Hom,(A, R)zHom,(AT, B)sHom,(AT’, B)*... , (2) 
&“= aTn.x+ i (-l)‘Ti-‘pT”-’ -x-t-(-1)“~‘XT+. (2’) 
i=l 
In particular, consider the non-homogeneous complex Hom(AT *, A). There is an 
obvious candidate for a graded product on this total complex. Given x E 
Hom,(AT”, A) and y E Hom,(AT”, A), we define joy in HomM(ATm+n, A) by 
xoy=xT”-y. (3) 
Working purely formally, and assuming T is additive, we find that (x 0 y)J = 
xd oy + (-1)“~ yd. Thus, as is well known, this circle product lifts to the level of 
homology, and we may give H*(A, A) the structure of an associative graded 
algebra. 
There are several glaring problems with this outline. First, no triple of interest 
to us is additive. Second, B must be an abelian group object in A, and there are 
none to be found in the usual categories of algebras. Third, to avoid the last 
problem one usually considers the category A/A in place of A, but in considering 
H”(A, A) we find A is an abelian group object in only a trivial way. One can 
partially avoid these problems by replacing Hom,(AG”, B) by the set of deriva- 
tions from AG” into an A-module M, as do Barr and Beck [3]. The groups 
Der,(AG”, A) then make perfect sense, but the meaning of Der,(AT”, A) is not 
clear, neither G nor Twill preserve derivations, and the circle product would not 
preserve derivations even if T did. 
We circumvent most of these difficulties by using the enrichment of A over the 
category of R-coalgebras. In Section 1 we review the theory of this enriched triple 
cohomology and introduce the graded product. In Section 2 we explain how this is 
related to the usual triple cohomology theory, and in Section 3 we show how the 
product is related to the classical cup and circle products on the total complex. 
1. Triple cohomology and coalgebras 
Let A be a category of algebras defined by an algebraic PROP over M [lo]. 
Such a category generates a triple (T, p, T), on M, which is a generalization of 
the tensor algebra. We will assume that A is tripleable over M. Thus, an algebra is 
given by a linear map (Y : AT+ A satisfying /“‘Y = LY T. a : AT2-+ A and 7’~ = 
1: A --, A. The functor CT : A+ M sends the algebra a! : AT+ A to A, while 
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F:M+ A sends M to p : MT*- MT ([6, Introduction] is an excellent outline of 
these ideas). 
An R-coalgebra (C, A, E) is an R-module C equipped with maps A: C- C@ C 
and F : C+ R. We shall only be concerned with coalgebras which are associative, 
unitary, and commutative, The category of all such coalgebras and their structure 
preserving maps will be denoted Coalg. It is Cartesian-closed and admits a 
‘cofree-coalgebra’ functor, right adjoint to the obvious forgetful functor from 
Coalg to M. A point in a coalgebra C is an element f such that fA = f @f and 
f.s = 1 in R. A primitive over f is an element d such that dA = d @f + f @ d and 
ds =O. 
If M and N are R-modules, we denote by (M, N) the cofree-coalgebra over 
Hom,(M, N). The adjunction (^) : (M, N)+ Hom,(M, N) induces an evalua- 
tion map M @ (M, N) ---$ N, and we may view (-,-) as a generalized HOM functor 
defining an enrichment of M over Coalg. Given a map f : M * N, we say that an 
element g of (M, N) represents f if g^ = f. There is a unique point representing 
each map M+ N, but also for each map d : M-+ N and each point f E (M, N) 
there is a unique primitive over f representing d [S]. 
The triple T = FU :M+ M is enriched over Coalg, i.e. there is a natural 
coalgebra map 2: (M, N) + (MT, NT) that restricts to Ton points. The key to all 
our work is the fact that 2 is linear even though there is generally no natural 
linear map Hom,(M, N) -+ Hom,(MT, NT). It is easy to see that the natural 
transformations F and r] are strong natural transformations l+ X and X2+ E 
respectively. We shall usually simply write T in place of 2. 
The category of T-algebras is also enriched over Coalg. If (Y : AT+ A and 
p : BT-+ B are algebras, the coalgebra A(A, B) is the equalizer in Coalg of the 
pair {(.y.( ), ( )T.P}:(A, B)-+(AT, B). A point in A(A, B) represents an 
algebra map from A to B, while a primitive d over f represents a derivation from 
A to B along f The functors F and U also have natural enrichments over Coalg, 
U: A(A, B)+ (A, B) being the inclusion. To understand ;“r :(M, N)+ (MF, NF), 
recall that every linear map between modules lifts, not only to an algebra map 
between the free algebras, but also to a derivation. If g E (M, N) is such that 
gA = c g, @g,, then the action of g3 on MF is determined by (m, 64 m,)gg = 
c m,g, @ m*g, (cf. [51). 
Given T-algebras (Y : AT+ A and /3 : BT + B, the full nonhomogeneous com- 
plex of A with coefficients in B is the complex of coalgebras and linear maps 
O+(A, B)z(AT, B)Z:(AT’B)%- (4) 
where the boundary maps are as in (2’) above. Taking homology in M yields the 
enriched cohomology modules H”(A, B). We note that the complex above has 
degeneracy maps v : (A T”+l, B)-+(AT”, B) given by (T = c Ti-‘~T”Pi. 
We may now define the circle product on the total complex. In order to make 
sense of p ox or 7 0 x we give a more general definition than (3) above. 
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Definition 1.1. If x E (A, BT”) and y E (BY, C), then 
xT~‘-~ 
“Xoy= 
my ifrrzsn, 
x*yT”-” ifm>n. 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose thaf x E (A T”, B). Then 
(a) Tm+‘~ OX==XQTnp; 
(b) Trn++~ =x0 T”q; 
(c) xd = Ly0.X + c;:, (-l)‘T’-f~oOX t_ (-I)“-‘&p . 0 
Theorem 1.3. If x E (AT”, B) and y E (BT”, C), teen x~y E (AT,+“, C) and 
(a) (xoy)d = xdoy + (-1)“xQyd; 
(b) (xoy)a= xcoy + (-l)‘%yo: 
Proof. (xay)a = cyoxoy + c;=, (-l)iTi-l~“xoy f c;=, (-l)m+iTm+i-*~o~~y 
+ (-1) m+n-‘x0yoy =xdoy + (-l)‘“xq+y + c;=, (-l)“+ixo Ti-Ip.y + 
C-1) m*n-l~~y~y = May f (-3)“xoyd. The proof involving (T is similar. El 
Thus, since the circle product is clearly associative, we may give N*(A, A) the 
structure of an associative graded algebra. Furthermore, H*(A, B) becomes an 
H*(A, A)-module, and both may be regarded as bimodules over W’(A, A). 
The homogeneous complex (1) gives rise to another obvious product. Given 
x E (AG”, A) and y E (AG”, A), we define x@y in (AG”ltn, A) by 
X@)y==XG”*y. (5) 
~nfortunateiy, this product does not enjoy properties similar to the circle. In fact, 
identifying the two isomorphic complexes, (1) and (2), we can show that @ and 0 
are related as follows: 
Proposition 1.4. If x E (AT”, A) and y E (AT”, A), then By E (ATmsnti, A) 
and x@y=x~cw~y. if uE(AG”, A) and u E(AG”, A), thea uou E 
(AC; m+n-*, A) and uou = G”-‘SOu@v. 0 
Note that Gm-’ SC”-” is one of the degeneracies of the homogeneous complex. 
We see from the above that x@y will not be a cocycle when x and y are such, 
since ard = cr 0 CL. 
The circle product appears naturally in the study of algebraic deformation 
theory [7]. The obstruction to extending a primitive cocycle d over Q to a higher 
deformation of (Y, is the class of do d in H*(A, A). Further, the circle powers of 
ry, simply denoted a”, arc essential to the understanding of the relationship 
between our enriched cohomology and the usual Barr-Beck theory, as we shall 
see. 
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2. Barr-Beck cohomology 
As mentioned above, Barr and Beck define cohomology groups using the 
homogeneous complex Der(AG*, M) ( see [2] or [3]). Since any algebra map 
A+ B gives B the structure of an A-module, and the primitives over a point 
precisely represent derivations, we can recover the Barr-Beck groups by taking a 
subcomplex of the full complex (4). More specifically, let 5 : A+ B be a point in 
the kernel of ~9’. 5 represents an algebra map from A to B. Denote by (AT”, B)C 
the submodule of primitives over cr” 0 ..$ (or 50 /3”) in (AT”, B). Since all 
boundary maps preserve primitives, (AT*, B)s is a subcomplex of (AT*, B). Its 
homology groups, denoted H;(A, B), are precisely those of Barr [l], when 5 
determines the module structure on B. 
We may also begin with an A-module M. The usual approach is to replace M by 
an ‘abelian group object over A’, $: B + A, where M = ker II, [2]. The category 
M/A is, of course, also enriched over Coalg. We require MIA(A, B) to be in the 
equalizer of the pair {( )e.i, ( ). $I>, where I : R+ (A, A) gives the identity 
point. From this it follows that all elements of ker F :M/A(A, B)+ R map into 
M, including the primitives. Hence, MIA(AT*, B)f is a subcomplex of M/ 
A(AT*, B), and yields the usual Barr-Beck groups HT(A, M). 
The injection (AT”, B)6 + (AT”, B) has a splitting, 0. If x E (AT”, B), then x/3 
is the unique primitive over ano 5 that represents x^. x0 is well defined since 
(AT”, B) is the cofree-coalgebra over Hom,(AT”, B). 8 is clearly linear, but it 
does not commute with the boundary operations and is far from being a coalgebra 
map. x0 is the primitive part of x. 
This may all be done at the level of the homogeneous complex A/A(AG*, B). 
Recall that AG” is the algebra T”-‘p: AT”+‘-, AT”. In the classical case, 
M2 = 0 in B implies Hom,,,(A, B) G Der(A, M). Let XT+ be the cokernel of 
Xv. In our more general setting the condition M* = 0 corresponds to the 
condition MT’ C ker p : BT-+ B. 
Proposition 2.1. If MT+ C ker /3 : BT * B, then there is a one-to-one correspond- 
ence between AIA(AT”, B)( and the points of AIA(AT”, B). 
Proof. The points of (AT”, B) are in one-to-one correspondence with 
(this is simply the set of differences between ano 5 and any other point). Since c 
maps into M, the action of CT on AT”+ is trivial. Thus CO E AIA(AT”, B)f if and 
only if c+ a”05 is in AIA(AT”, B). 0 
This shows how a product may be introduced at the level of primitive cochains. 
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Let x E (AT”, B)6 and y E (BT”, C)i. Then x#y in (AT,+“, C),,, is defined by 
x#y = (xoy)B . (6) 
Proposition 2.2. If x and y are primitive, then so is x#y. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.3 and note that the primitive part of zero is zero. U 
In fact, # satisfies the boundary condition (x#y)d = xd#y + (-l)“x#yd and is 
associative. This is most easily seen by noting that (AT”, B)* z Hom,(AT”, B). 
We may then write the nonhomogeneous complex (2) using the action of T as it 
acts on (AT”, B)f, I.e. as : r = gll where g takes a linear map AT” -+ B to the 
canonical derivation AT”F-, BF along 5. (The fact that the action of T in the 
complex (2) is different from the action of T : M+ M is what prevented Barr and 
Beck from using the non-homogeneous complex.) The proof of Theorem 1.3 then 
goes through with # replacing 0, and associativity is trivial. 
Proposition 2.3. # gives HT(A, A) the structure of a graded associative 
algebra. 0 
It is important to note that the graded algebra {HT (A, A), #} is not a 
subalgebra of (H*(A, A), o}, though the bracket product on #(A, A) by # is 
the same as that induced by 0. The construction of # may seem brutal, but it is 
perfectly natural to take the primitive part of x 0 y if one considers the coefficients 
to be a module with trivial multiplication, since the effect is to kill off the trivial 
higher-derivational part of x” 0 y . The confusion arises when we consider 
&(A, A). The product #, in effect, considers A in two different guises, once as 
an algebra and once as a module with trivial multiplication. 
3. The classical products 
There is obviously a strong relationship between our product * and the classical 
circle product. Both are variants of composition and both arise as obstructions to 
algebraic deformations. The classical circle product, however, does not induce an 
associative product on the total cohomology complex (see [9], where the induced 
Lie-algebra structure is investigated). This is more a testament o the difference in 
boundary operators than to the difference in products. In fact, we conjecture that 
all the usual algebra structures on H*(A, A) arise from 0, #, and their variants. 
Of course, such a statement is impossible to prove. We will content ourselves by 
examining the case of associative algebras. 
Even this is not easy, the classical complex 0 + Hom,(A, A) --z 
Hom,(A @ A, A) -+ Hom,(A C% A @ A, A) +- . . * being so evidently different 
from the complex (AT*, A). Using acyclic models, Barr and Beck were able to 
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show that the cohomology theories arising from these complexes are isomorphic, 
but we will have to use a more brutal approach in the absence of an axiomatic 
description of the cohomology algebra. 
Recall thatAT=R+A+A@A+t-.., with no bracketing required since we 
are looking at associative algebras. But in AT2 we must distinguish between 
(A@A)@A and A C3 (A @ A} arising from AT C3 AT, as well as 
(A) 18, (A)8 (A) C AT @ AT @ AT, etc. Hence, the elements of AT2 may be 
thought of as sums of strings a, @ a2 @ * . . @a, partitioned by parentheses. Thus 
(a, cE3 a,) @ (u3) differs from (a, 63 a2 @ a3)_ Following this lead, the elements of 
AT3 are sums of twice partitioned strings, such as ((al 63 a*) 8 (a,)) 63 ((a,)). This 
may be made neater by using bars to mark partitions and dropping unnecessary @ 
signs, replacing )@( by /, ))@(( by 11, etc. Thus (a, @~,)@((a,) will become 
Ia, Qaa,ta,t, ((a, @az)@(~J)@((a,)) b ecomes llal @uazlu,~~u,~~, etc. Continuing, 
AT” may be thought of as generated by (n - 1)-times partitioned strings of 
arbitrary length. Note that ,u:AT2+AT erases bars, while 
TlnPTn : ATmin+2__, AT”+“+1 erases one from each group of m + 1 or more 
bars. Similarly, Tq and q T: AT -+ AT* give the coarsest and finest partitioning 
respectivety. 
The map A@+‘) -+ AT” which sends each element to the sum of its (n - 1)-fold 
partitions is then a crude embedding of the classical resolution A’“’ --+ A into the 
triple theoretic resolution AT* -+ A. We may refine this by giving signs +l to the 
partitions. If 7 is a simple partition of a, 63. * . $3 a,, let 7’ be the number of bars 
following odd indexed terms, not including a,, and let sgn r = (-1)” (think of 7 
as mapping A’“’ into AT’). If 4 = ~~7~. . T,,,: A(“)--+ AT”‘+l as a composite of 
simple partitions, then sgn 4 = sgn 5,. This rather ad hoc definition of sgn 4 is 
designed to give the correct signs in the classical cases considered below. 
Let [a, @~-~@uJj== c, sgn~(~~ @*..Q3ua,)4, (I-1: A’“’ + AT”-‘. We suspect 
that this may be pushed to give a brute force isomorphism of cohomotogy 
complexes, but we shall not attempt it here. Notice that for each string in A(“‘l) 
there are n” partitions of it in AT”. However, even now we can see the effects of 0 
and #. We shall only be concerned with their actions on primitive cochains, since 
it is these that correspond to classical cochains. We state without proof the 
following normalization lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. Let f : AT” -+ A be a primitive cocycle. Then we may assume, 
without changing the cohomology class off, that 
(a} T’-‘TT”-‘f=Oforall lsisn; 
(b) af = 0 if a is any ~urtitione~ chain of Zength s rz. q 
We will assume all our cocycles are so normalized. Starting at the lowest 
dimension possible, o:(A,A) @3 (A,A) ---, (A, A) and o:(AT, A)@(A, A) + 
(AT, A) are just composition, but o:(A, A)@(AT, A)+(AT, A) is not. Let 
f E (A, A), and g E (AT, A), be primitive cocycles. fT E (AT, AT) acts as a 
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derivation along the identity so [[a~‘~f~g=(a~‘)fT.g=(uf~6+ 
a 8 bf)g = (uf@ b)g + (a@ bf)g. If f and g are in (AT, A), , then fog E 
(AT’, A) and 
(the terms la, 8 ~,@a,\ and ]ui] ) 1 u2 u3 vanish because of the normalization off). 
Thus, at least in these low dimensions, 0 acts precisely as does the classical circle 
product [9]. In order to continue these calculations in higher dimensions, we need 
another normalization lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Zff: AT* + A is a primitive cocycle, we may assume that f vanishes 
on all chains of length n f 1 except 
n-1 n-l 
II . *. II% @ %l~,ll%lll . . * a,+111 . * * II . 0 (7) 
Let f E (AT, A) and g E (AT’, A). Now [al C3 u2 C3 u3 C3 a41 in AT3 has twenty- 
seven terms, but upon applying f 0 g = fT* 0 g we find that all but six vanish 
because of Lemma 3.1, and three of those vanish using Lemma 3.2, leaving 
Uu,@u,@u,~ua,IlfOg = lh@%)f~~3l~,l~ + lGv~*~~3)fl%l~ + 
l~@4(~3@~a,)fl&? g as iven by the classical formula for the circle product. 
It would seem unlikely that the classical cup product, which is defined using the 
multiplication in A, could be defined using the circle, which is essentially 
composition. In fact, what we shall get is the bracket product coming from the 
usual cup product. 
Definition 3.3. If x E (AT”, A) and y E (AT”, A), define [y, X] in (ATm+n+l, A) 
by 
[y,x]=x~y~a -x#yoa ) (8) 
We have no way of showing that this product is the same as the classical bracket 
in all dimensions. A few examples, however, will convince the reader that there is 
certainly a strong relationship between the two. Consider f and g in (A, A),, 
[g, fl E (AT, A). 
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Similarly, if f E (A, A), and g E (AT, A),, we find that [g, f] E (AT', A) and 
=(a,f~~a,)g~a3+(a,~~2S)g~~3+(~,~a,)g~a,f 
-alf-(a2@a3)g- a, -(a2f@aa,k-a, *(a,@aa,)g 
-(a,f~a2>g.a3-(a,~u2f)g.a3+al~(a2f~a3)g 
+ a1 . (a2 @ a,f >g 
= (a, @aa,)g+a3f- a,f-(+@a&. 
These are exactly the formulas for the classical bracket arising from the cup 
product [9]. It is not at all surprising that the classical cup product itself does not 
appear in the context of triples. If the multiplication on an algebra were a trilinear 
product (e.g. on a Lie triple-system), then the usual definition of the cup breaks 
down. In general, one should expect the total complex (AT*, E) to have the 
structure of a T-algebra, rather than a classical algebra with a bilinear product. 
The bracket product defined above on (AT*, A) may be extended to the case 
(AT*, B) by using a bit of categorical trickery. Consider the object B-+ A + 
B+ A in the double comma category B/MIA. The tripie T can be extended to 
B/M/A and B-+ A + B-+ A has a natural structure of an algebra. If we let 
I,@=(; f):A+B-+A+B, we find that H~(A+B,A+B)~H;(A,B). We 
leave the details to the categorically minded reader. 
The products 0 and # may be specialized to other types of cochain complexes 
by varying the class of coalgebras used. The reason we use associative, unitary, 
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commutative coalgebras is that a very wide variety of algebra types is enriched 
over them [8]. We could, for most purposes, use left-unitary associative coalge- 
bras. This would allow us to use as primitives over a point f the elements d 
satisfying dA = f C3 d, ds = 0. The result would be an entirely different cohomolo- 
gy theory, but the formal properties of the circle product would still hold. Perhaps 
of more interest is the category of graded Lie-coalgebras [ll], a primitive d 
satisfying dA = d @f - f @ d. Most categories of interest will again be enriched, 
leading to further unexplored ground. 
The assumption of tripleability on A is not necessary for the formulation of the 
enriched cohomology or the circle product. Rather, it is needed for their 
interpretations, particularly in the theory of algebraic deformations and the 
connection with Barr-Beck cohomology. There we must know that the points of 
H’(A, B) exactly represent the algebra maps from A to B. 
Finally, our original category of modules may be generalized. M may be any 
locally-presentable, monoidal-closed, additive category. Most algebraic categories 
over M will be enriched over the category of M-coalgebras, leading to a 
straightforward definition of cohomology theory as above. 
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